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Abstract— With various wireless technologies coming up,
performance of the wireless networks has become a concern.
Mobile WiMAX is expected to be the wireless technology of the
next generation as it supports vehicular mobility with broad
coverage area. Among various other parameters which affect
network performance, the terrain feature on which the network
is deployed and the pathloss model affects the network
performance substantially. Air being the communicating medium
in wireless networks, any hindrance on the communication path
like buildings, trees, etc., affects the wireless signal propagation.
Hence, prior network deployment, analysis of the terrain is
essential. Voice over IP is expected to be the communication
medium of the next generation and File Transfer Protocol is the
most popular data transfer protocol. Hence, our target is to study
the behaviour of various propagation models in WiMAX network
with respect to path loss, throughput and delay for various
terrain models with voice and FTP applications. OPNET Modeler
provides comprehensive development environment and provides
a real life simulation environment and hence is chosen to simulate
the networks.
Index Terms—OPNET, WiMAX, terrain, pathloss, VoIP,
FTP

I.

INTRODUCTION

WiMAX or Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access is a broadband wireless technology designed for
provisioning high-speed data access over long distances. It is
an access technology for the deployment of Wireless
Metropolitan Area Networks (wireless MAN) based on the
IEEE 802.16 standards [1]. The first standardized WiMAX
system was based on the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard,
commonly known as fixed WiMAX. It provided wireless
access to subscriber stations (SS) through a base station (BS)
using point-to-multipoint (PMP) and optional mesh
topologies. This standard was further extended to support
mobility of Subscriber Stations by enabling low-latency
handover between Base Stations. The resulting new standard
is the IEEE 802.16e-2005[1], or more commonly known as
Mobile WiMAX.
Mobile WiMAX or IEEE 802.16e is a solution that enables
the convergence of mobile and fixed broadband networks
through a common wide area broadband radio access
technology and flexible network architecture. The Mobile

WiMAX Air Interface uses Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiple Access (OFDMA) technology for improving multipath performance and supporting Non Line-Of-Sight (NLOS)
environments operation in the 2-11 GHz band [2]. The
pathloss, delay and throughput of mobile WiMAX network
with mobile nodes moving at 50 km/hr is analysed and
compared using the common path loss models in OPNET to
verify the results and to show that OPNET modeler provides
us with a real time environment.
IEEE 802.16 support 5 types of service classes, namely
UGS (Unsolicited Grant Service), rtPS (real time Polling
Service), nrtPS (non-real time Polling Service), BE (Best
Effort Service), ertPS (extended rtPS service) [3]. UGS
supports fixed-size data packets at a constant bit rate (CBR). It
also supports real time applications like VoIP or streaming
applications but it wastes bandwidth during the off periods.
RTPS supports variable bit rate real-time service such as
VoIP. Delay-tolerant data streams such as an FTP is designed
to be supported by the nrtPS type of service. This requires
variable-size data grants at a minimum guaranteed rate. The
nrtPS is very similar to the rtPS except that it allows
contention based polling. Data streams, such as Web
browsing, that do not require a minimum service-level
guarantee is designed to be supported by BE service. BE
connections are never polled but they can only receive
resources through contention. ertPS was introduced to support
variable rate real-time services such as VoIP and video
streaming. It has an advantage over UGS and rtPS for VoIP
applications because it carries lower overhead than UGS and
rtPS [4] and hence is modeled is the system.
VoIP has been widely accepted for its cost effectiveness
and easy implementation. PSTN quality of voice is achieved
by using G 711 as the voice codec. PSTN voice quality is the
best voice quality achieved. Hence, we have considered it to
evaluate the network performance. File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) is a very commonly used protocol for data transfer.
Hence, we have considered high load FTP to exhibit the
behaviour of data packets.
II.

BACKGROUND

The common propagation models namely free Space path
loss model, Suburban Fixed (Erceg), Outdoor to Indoor and

Pedestrian Environment and Vehicular Environment are
discussed in this paper. The Suburban Fixed path loss model is
further subdivided in three categories based on the building
and tree density namely terrain type A, B and C. The models
are briefly discussed in the next sections.

The correlation factors of the model for the operating
frequency and for the MS antenna height are [2]
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where Prx is received power in watts and is a function of
distance between transmitter and receiver, Ptx is the transmitted
power in watts, Grx and Gtx are the gain of the receiving and
transmitting antennas respectively, L is the system-loss factor
and is not related to propagation. It is usually greater than 1 and
λ is the wavelength in meters [8].
B. Erceg’s Suburban Fixed Model:
The Erceg model is based on extensive experimental data
collected at 1.9GHz in 95 macrocells of suburban areas across
the United States [5]. This model is a slope intercept model
given by [5]:

where f is the frequency in MHz and h is the height is the
MS antenna above ground in meters.
The Terrain Type A is considered as hilly terrain with
moderate to heavy tree density, representing rural
environments and is associated with the highest path loss.
Terrain Type B is characterized by either a mostly flat terrain
with moderate to heavy tree density or a hilly terrain with light
tree density. Terrain Type C is a flat terrain with light tree
density and is associated with the lowest path loss for rural
environments [2].
TABLE I.

NUMERICAL VALUES CONSIDERED FOR THE PARAMETERS [2]
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Where PL is the instantaneous attenuation, H is the
intercept and is given by free space path loss at the desired
frequency over a distance of d0 = 100 meters:
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where is the wavelength. The parameter is a Gaussian
random variable over the population of macro cells within each
terrain category. It can be written as [2] [5].
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where hb is the height of the base station antenna in meters, σα
is the standard deviation of γ, x is a zero-mean Gaussian
variable of unity standard deviation N[0, 1], and e, g, k and
σγ are all data-derived constants for each terrain category. The
shadow fading components varies randomly from one terminal
location to another within any given macro-cell. It is a zeromean Gaussian variable and can be expressed as [2] [5].
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A. Free Space Propagation model:
The free space propagation model is mathematically given by:
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where y and z are the zero-mean Gaussian variables of unit
standard deviation N[0, 1], σ is the standard deviation of s, µσ
is the mean of σ, and σσ is the standard deviation of σ. µσ and
σσ are both data-derived constants for each terrain category.
The numerical values of the above parameters are given in
Table I.
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Terrain
Type A
4.6
0.0075

Terrain
Type B
4.0
0.0065

Terrain
Type C
3.6
0.005

12.6

17.1

20.0

0.57

0.75

0.59

10.6

9.6

8.2

2.3

3.0

1.6

C. Outdoor-to-Indoor and pedestrian pathloss environment
This environment is characterized by small cells and low
transmits power. Base stations with low antenna heights are
located outdoors; pedestrian users are located on streets and
inside buildings and residences.
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The above equation describes the path loss in dB where R is
the distance between the base station and the mobile station in
kilometres and ‘f’ is the carrier frequency of 2000 MHz for
IMT-2000 band application [9].
D. Vehicular environment
This environment is characterized by larger cells and higher
transmits power. The path loss in vehicular environment in dB
is given by:
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where R is the distance betw
ween the base station and the
t
mobile station, annd f is the carriier frequency of
o 2000 MHz and
a
is the base station antenn
na height in meters
m
measurred
m the average roof top level.
from
IIII.

NETWORK
K ARCHITECTUR
RE

A. Network Simuulator
O
OPNET
(OPttimized Netw
work Engineering Tool) [6]
proovides a coomprehensive developmennt environmeent
suppporting the modeling
m
of communication
c
n networks and
a
disttributed system
ms [7]. Both behaviour
b
andd performance of
modeled systems can be analyseed by performiing discrete eveent
sim
mulations. The OPNET envirronment incorp
rporates tools for
f
all phases of a stuudy, including model design,, simulation, daata
collection, and data analysiis. OPNET provides maany
connstructs relatiing to comm
munications and
a
informatiion
proocessing, providing high leveerage for modeeling of networrks
andd distributed systems. OPNET
O
provvides Graphiccal
speecification of model
m
whereveer possible; moodels are enterred
via graphical edditors. These editors proviide an intuitiive
mappping from thhe modeled system
s
to the OPNET moddel
speecification. OP
PNET provides four tools called
c
editors to
devvelop a new sim
mulation modeel. These editoors, the Network,
Node, Process and
a
Parameterr Editors, are organized inn a
hierrarchical fashiion, which su
upports the cooncept of moddel
level reuse. Moddels developed
d at one layer can be used by
anoother model at
a a higher laayer. All OPN
NET simulatioons
automatically inncorporate su
upport for analysis
a
via a
sopphisticated interactive debugg
ger.
T analyse thhe effect of different
To
d
terrainn and path looss
models in a neetwork, it is necessary to study real life
l
sceenarios. Hence OPNET 15.0.A is chosen as
a the simulatiion
tool such that thee simulation set
s up would reflect
r
the actuual
depployment of thee WiMAX netw
work and the actual
a
effects due
d
to the
t terrain typee of the land. OPNET
O
15.0.A is equipped with
w
all necessary moddules required like WiMAX, that includes the
t
phyysical and MAC
M
layer im
mplementation of the mobbile
WiM
MAX, and thee wireless mo
odule that incluudes the varioous
pathh loss models.
B. Network Setupp
T Wireless Deployment Wizard
The
W
of OP
PNET is used to
depploy a 7 celledd WiMAX netw
work, with muultiple subscribber
stattions in the rannge of a base sttation as shownn in figure 1.
Thee base stationss are connected
d to the core network
n
by an IP
bacckbone. There is a server backbone
b
containing the voiice
servver which is coonfigured as th
he SIP server. The IP backboone
is connected
c
to thhe server backb
bone via an AS
SN gateway. Thhis
nodde, configured as the ASN gateway
g
basicaally supports the
t
mobility in the WiMAX
W
netwo
ork. These noddes represent the
t
servvice provider company netw
work. The greeen bidirectionnal
dottted lines repreesent the generiic routing encaapsulation (GR
RE)
tunnnels. The cell radius is set to
t 30 kilometrres. There are 10
noddes under thee base station 2. 5 of these
t
nodes are
a
com
mmunicating with
w 5 mobile nodes
n
under baase station 7 and
a
othher 5 are comm
municating with 5 mobile nodes
n
under baase
stattion 3. Voice call of PSTN quality is connfigured betweeen

m
nodes.. The nodes participating in the same
these mobile
sessionn are connected by the blue bidirectional dotted lines.
The moobile nodes under base statioon 2 are configuured to move
at a speeed of 50 km/hhr in the path as
a shown by thhe white lines
in Figgure 1. The remaining keey network configuration
c
parameeters in OPNE
ET are summarrized as shownn in Table II
and thee attributes off the network components are
a shown in
Table III.
I

Figure 1.
1 Network Modeel for WiMAX.
TABLE II.

NETWORK CON
NFIGURATION DETA
AILS

Simulator used
Networrk
Cell Raadius
No. of Base
B
Stations
No. of Subscriber Stationns per BS
M
nodes in thhe network
No. of Mobile
Speed of
o the mobile nodees
Simulation time
Base Sttation Model
Subscriiber Station Modell
ASN Gateway
G
Model
IP Backkbone Model
Voice Server
S
Model
Link Model
M
(BS-Backbonne)
Link Model
M
(ASN - Backkbone)
T
TABLE
III.

ATTRIBUTES OF THEE NETWORK COMPPONENTS

Attributes
Pathlosss Model
Physicaal Layer Model
MAC Protocol
P
Multipaath Channel Modeel
No. of Transmitter per BS
S
Traffic Type of Service
Scheduuling Type
Applicaation
Voice Codec
C
FTP Looad

IV.

OP
PNET 14.5.A
7 celled WiMAX nettwork
30kkm
7
10
10
50 km/hr
6000 sec
wim
max_bs_ethernet4_slip4_router
wim
max_ss_wkstn
ethhernet4_slip8_gtwyy
ip332_cloud
pppp_server
PPP
P_DS3
PPP
P_SONET_OC12

Value
Subburban Fixed(Erceg)
OFD
DMA 20Mhz
IEE
EE 802.16e
ITU
U Vehicular A
SIS
SO
Inteeractive Voice andd Data
ertP
PS, nrtPS
Voiice (PSTN quality)), FTP
G 711
7
Higgh

SIMULLATION RESULTTS AND DISCUSSSION

Thee performancee metric usedd to analyse the network
perform
mance is path loss, average throughput
t
of the WiMAX
networkk and packet end to end delay.
d
Using OPNET, the

sim
mulation is condducted for the common pathh loss models and
a
the three types off terrains: Terraain Types A, B,
B C of erceg paath
losss model. We are interested
d to investigatte the combinned
effeect of terrain (buildings,
(
treees, etc.) and veehicular mobillity
on the Mobile WiiMAX perform
mance in OPNE
ET. To investigaate
the combined efffect of terrain
n and vehicullar mobility, the
t
terrrains are simullated by choossing the terrainn type in OPNE
ET
whiich is thereby selected by thee simulator based on the actuual
locaation and surrrounding terraain of the traansmitter-receivver
pairr.

and thee same for outddoor to indoor and
a pedestriann is the lowest
for bothh voice and FTP traffic. Thiis is due to thee fact that as
the dennsity of obstacles increases, thhe Line of Sighht (LOS) gets
affectedd. Thus the nuumber of timess the signal geets obstructed
and refflected is morre. This resultss in increasingg attenuation
and diiffraction duee to the buillding structures, trees or
mountaains. As the Line of Siight (LOS) between
b
the
transmiitting and receeiving nodes decreases,
d
it causes
c
delay.
This reesults in packet loss thereby causing fall inn the average
throughhput.

A. Pathloss
P
Path
loss moddels are broad
dly classified into
i
four grouups
nam
mely free spacce, Suburban fixed, Outdooor to indoor and
a
peddestrian, vehicuular environmeent. The path loss
l
due to theese
models in a WiM
MAX network with
w mobile noodes moving at
a a
speeed of 50 km//hr is modeled
d in OPNET modeler
m
and the
t
resuult is shown inn fig 2.

Figure 3. WiMA
AX Network Throuughput in Bits per second

Figure 2. Paath loss due to various pathloss modeels in decibel.

From the grapph it is observeed that the pathh loss for outdooor
i
and peddestrian is the highest and the
t same for frree
to indoor
spaace is the loweest. This is due to the fact thhat the path looss
valuue varies with
w
the am
mount of refflection in the
t
com
mmunicating path. As a mobiile node movess from outdoorr to
inddoor the number of reflections in the com
mmunicating paath
incrreases rapidly thereby causin
ng huge path looss. Also, we see
s
thatt the path loss for free spacee is the least. This
T is concludded
in [2] that the path loss in
ncreases with the number of
obsstructions in the commun
nication path and our ressult
connfirms it.
B. Average Throughput
T
This
metric measure
m
the am
mount of voice traffic and FT
TP
trafffic received in bits per second on avverage for eaach
connnection. From
m Figure 3, it is
i observed thaat the throughpput
of the
t network with
w free space path loss moddel is the highest

C. Aveerage Packet ennd to end delayy
Thiss metric measurres the time takken by each vooice packet to
travel from the mouuth of the trannsmitter to thhe ear of the
P packet from the applicationn layer of the
receiveer and each FTP
sender to the applicattion layer of thhe receiver, onn average for
each coonnection. From
m Figure 4, it is observed thhat the packet
end to end
e delay of thhe network witth free space ass the pathloss
model is the lowest and the same for outdoor too indoor and
pedestrrian is the highhest irrespective of the application. This is
due to the fact that as
a the density of the buildinng structures,
trees orr mountains inncreases, the number
n
of tim
mes the signal
gets obbstructed andd reflected is more thereby increasing
attenuaation and difffraction. Hencce, the LOS between the
transmiitting and receeiving nodes decreases.
d
Thiis causes the
mobile node to get disconnected
d
f
from
the base stations and
therebyy perform re-rregistration [8]] to get re-connnected to a
base staation.
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